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                      Executive Summary 

 

 

The research is mostly based on Walton Hi-recruitment Tech's and selection practices at 

WALTON Group. The purpose of this report is to obtain a better insight of how the 

recruitment and selection process is determined. 
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1. Introduction 

This report is an integral part of the course – Internship 4800 for the 8th semester. This 

report is written with an aim of sharing the experiences that I have gathered while working 

as an intern for 3 months at Walton Hi-Tech Industries Ltd. This part will contain the origin 

of the report, scope, objective, methodology I have used and finally the limitations I faced 

while compiling the report. 

Internships are becoming increasingly significant as a way to supplement our education 

while also securing our future employment. They provide us with a useful insight into what 

it's like to work for a livelihood, provide insights into how our chosen sector works and 

what it takes to achieve, and they can demonstrate to a potential employer that we are 

serious about wanting to be a productive, successful employee. The three month internship 

in Walton Hi-Tech Industries Ltd was a lifelong experience for me. 

 

 
1.1  Origin of the report 

The Islamic University of Technology's internship program is a requirement for students 

of Business and Technology Management to complete their undergraduate degree. The 

primary goal of this program is to introduce the first batch of BTM department graduates 

to the job market and the corporate world. BTM department’s goal is to expose its students 

to the practical and working world. Because the students are already familiar with the 

theoretical concepts of the business world, the internship program was designed to allow 

them to apply the theory to the reality of the world and gain professional experience. The 

real hurdle here is to apply theoretical knowledge to real-world concepts and experiences. 

 
 

1.2  Objective of the Report 

During the three-month internship, the main goal was to gain an understanding of the 

operations of the company's Human Resource Management department and how they work 

to achieve their objectives. The purpose of this report is to demonstrate my comprehension 

of the work completed as well as the experience gained during the internship program. 

• To give an overview of 3 months’ experience as an intern at Walton Group 
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• To outline my duties and responsibilities as an intern. 

 

• To depict the company's overall condition and status in both domestic and 

international markets. 
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1.3  Methodology 

I gathered information and insights from both primary and secondary sources while 

preparing this report. The primary and secondary sources of information are mentioned 

below. 

Primary Source: 

The majority of the report is written with insights collected from primary research. The 

primary sources of information have been: 

• Official employees of the company. 

• The Diary and notes I maintained throughout the internship period. 

Secondary Source: 

While primary research constitutes the majority of this report, a significant amount of the 

information presented in the report was gathered from secondary sources. Secondary 

sources of information include: 

• Company Website. 

• Annual reports of the company 

• Research papers 

• Previous internship reports 

• Google search engine. 

 
 

1.4  Scope of the research 

This report provides an overview of the organization specially the Human Resource 

Management department of Walton Hi-Tech Industries Ltd. A reader will be able to know 

the overall function of the organization, working condition and contribution in both local 

and international market. Moreover, it contains insight about the entire electronics industry. 

Finally, it will give an idea about my entire internship period, learnings and 

recommendations. 
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1.5  Limitations 

The following limitations have been faced during the course of preparing this report. 

 

• Confidentiality: 

The main challenge faced while preparing this report is collection of information and 

maintaining confidentiality of the collected information. As this industry is very 

confidential so collecting information has been difficult. 

• Time constraint: 

Three and a half months was comparatively short for achieving all of the company's 

knowledge and insight. Despite this limitation, I have done my best to make the most 

of this experience. 
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Company Analysis 
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2. Company Analysis 

 

 
2.1  History 
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Figure1: Brief History of Walton Group 
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2.2 Mission of Walton 

• Business expansion through customer value proposition. 

• Human resource development. 

• It represents the highest quality Bangladeshi Brand 

• Change Management (accept changes through innovation). 

 

2.3  Vision of Walton 
 

Walton has achieved recognition for its local market approach, innovative methods, various 

electronic products produced domestically, and the reasonable price range for every 

socioeconomic stratum. Their working vision of the future is very concise and clear. Their 

vision is that they are aspiring to be one of the top 5 brands globally in the E&E industry 

by the year 2030. Walton is currently using “Go Global” as their motto. 

 

2.4 Core Value of Walton 
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2.5 Better Bangladesh Tomorrow A Sustainable Initiative by Walton 

Better Bangladesh Tomorrow is Walton Hi-Tech Industries Limited's sustainable project 

aiming at implementing effective and comprehensive initiatives to ensure a sustainable 

Bangladesh tomorrow. While Bangladesh has consistently outperformed the United 

Nations' Sustainable Development Goals on actionable indicators, this initiative, powered 

by WALTON, will work in collaboration with the Government of the People's Republic of 

Bangladesh to advance that cause and raise awareness about the importance of a sustainable 

future. 

The primary purpose of Better Bangladesh Tomorrow is to inspire happiness and raise 

awareness about the importance of allowing everyone to live in peace. As far as responsible 

consumption and production cycles are concerned, Walton industry's sustainable practices 

will be more focused on achieving indicative growth in terms of people, poverty, and 

partnerships in order to influence policy changes toward a better future for everyone under 

the red and green flags. With Better Bangladesh Tomorrow, Walton hope to transform 

sustainable habits from a burden to a pleasurable experience - something that will be easy 

to do. 
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Figure2    Better Bangladesh Tomorrow 
 

2.6  Sister Concerns of Walton 

As of now, Walton comprises approximately Twelve sister concern companies, making it 

a goliath of an Electronics & Electrical goods manufacturing conglomerate. Although, the 

main three branches are Walton Hi-Tech Industries PLC, Walton Digi-Tech Industries 

LTD., and Walton Micro-Tech Industries LTD. All the sister concern companies are listed 

below 

 

 

2.7 Product Line 

Walton Hi-Tech Industries has evolved with time by enhancing its product line, which is 

primarily targeted at two key consumer segments: consumers and businesses. They've – 
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• Six different segments 

• There are more than 80 product categories to choose from. 

• There are over 550 various models to choose from. 

• Various Colors 

 

Walton Hi-Tech Industries Limited is a company that makes a variety of electronic 

appliances. They produce a diverse range of products in different versions and styles. Their 

product line is divided into six categories, each having a variety of features, colors, and 

sizes to meet consumer demand, as shown below:  

i. Refrigerators and freezers  

ii. Air Conditioners  

iii. Televisions  

iv.        Electrical Appliances 

iv. Home and Kitchen Appliances  

v. Elevators 

 

 

Figure3   Product Line of Walton  
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2.8 Organogram of Walton 

 

 
Figure4 Organizational chart of Walton 
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                               2.9 Marketing Practices of Walton 

2.9.1 Market Segmentation-  

 

2.9.2 Marketing Mix- 

The marketing mix refers to an organization's combination of customizable, operational 

marketing tools for eliciting the desired response from its target market. Everything an 

organization can do to affect demand for its product is included in this section. Walton, like 

its market contenders, generates a marketing strategy based on the classic Four P's of 

marketing.  
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➢ Place- This category refers to Walton's distribution method. Walton's product line is 

quite extensive. It enables the organization to emphasize the mass market and ensure profit 

margins. If an organization does not have its own distribution center, then, a vast product 

line is almost always difficult to distribute. Walton distributes its product to the consumer 

with the help of this marketing mix. The organization developed a high number of sales 

centers throughout the country. Walton has enlarged its sales network across the country 

as time goes by.  

➢ Promotion- They also run a successful marketing campaign across the country. To 

generate market demand for its products, Walton comprises a variety of advertising and 

promotional tactics. Walton relies a lot on television advertisements, but it also applies 

other tactics also like exceptional packaging, special deals, social media marketing, and 

one-to-one marketing. 

 

2.9.3 Target customers, targeting and positioning strategy 

 

Market Position- Walton has carved out a sizeable market share and entrenched itself as 

the industry's market leader attributable to its extensive capital setup and other 
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gained competitive advantage. Furthermore, Walton has recently concentrated on the global 

market and has undertaken a sequence of iterations to strengthen its brand value.  

 

 

2.9.4 Marketing Channels 
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Figure5    WHIL Distribution System 
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Supply chain modeling is a systematic effort to introduce orders to a supply chain in 

order to attain certain corporate goals such as minimal supply costs, on-time deliveries, 

and also the ability to cope with turbulence. 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 6 Walton’s Supply Chain Model
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2.9 Product/New product development and competitive practices 

2.9.1 Product Variations- The cornerstone to Walton's prosperity is the company's ability 

to modify its production capacity and customize new offerings in accordance 

with customer demand. Walton provides numerous models in each product segment and 

ensures that its clients' precise requirements are met. As a result, one of the company's core 

business tactics for becoming a success in the industry is to be versatile in its product 

offering. Currently, Walton is working on launching a new series of electric scooters for 

the Bangladesh market keeping in mind their sustainable development initiative “Better 

Bangladesh Tomorrow” project. 

 

2.10 Industry and competitive analysis 

 

The next section goes through each of these aspects in detail. 

a. Threats of new entrants- Global brands can invest in CAPEX to manufacture 

locally as there are no significant entry barriers. As a corollary, there is a significant 

emergence of potential multinational brands entering the market. Furthermore, due 
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to Walton's extensive financial structure, powerful R&I, and strong consumer loyalty, the 

threat of new entrants from the local market is quite minimal. 

➢ The viewpoint of Walton- Walton constructed entry barriers by, 

• Putting in a lot of capital, 

• Establishing a responsive service management system, 

•   Having a strong brand image, and 

•   Establishing distribution networks throughout the country. 

 

b. Substitute products- The threat of substitute products is indeed really low in the 

E&E industry because of its diversified product line. 

➢ The viewpoint of Walton- Walton utilizes this market advantage in a more 

competitive manner by, 

• Improved R&D infrastructure 

• Being proactive in adapting to technological advancements 

• Full-fledged manufacturing facility. 

 

c. Supplier bargaining power - Because all of the essential raw materials are imported 

from outside of Bangladesh, suppliers have a strong bargaining advantage over local 

manufacturers in the E&E sector. Walton Hi-Tech Industries PLC, on the other hand, has 

a stronghold on its supply chain network. 

➢ The viewpoint of Walton- Strong bargaining leverage over its suppliers by, 

• Developing numerous supplier bases (for each material) and  

• Geographical flexibility per accordance with applicable legislation. 

 

d. Customers bargaining power- In Bangladesh's E&E industry, the existence of 

various market participants’ guarantees price competition for both domestic and 

international brands. As a corollary, consumers have quite a strong bargaining position. 

Walton, on the other side, has a significant competitive advantage of product pricing since 

it ensures high-quality products with the highest consumer satisfaction levels. 

➢ The viewpoint of Walton- Strong bargaining power over its consumers due to, 

•   Providing competitive pricing in using advanced and cutting-edge technology 
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•   Approximately 21,000 Sales Points are located throughout the country. 

 

e. Intensity of competitive rivalry- Caused by early integration and the introduction 

of new technologies, there is likely to be a possible high risk of rivalry among existing 

competitors in the existing markets. Amongst local market participants, comprising 

imported brands, Walton currently captured the largest market share.  

➢ The markets viewpoint of Walton- Walton achieved as the leading manufacturer by 

using the following strategies, 

 

• A full-fledged manufacturing plant generates a pricing advantage. 

• Attained production economies of scale 

• Within the production process, there is strong backward connectivity and vertical    

integration. 

• Enriched R&I facilities 4 Intensive capital buildup 

• High-quality goods at an affordable price 

• Reliable and efficient after-sales support 

• Steady consumer base. 

 

2.10.2 SWOT Analysis of Walton Hi-Tech Industries 

SWOT Analysis is a technique that is being used to evaluate what one's organization has 

been doing best at the moment and to develop an effective future strategy. SWOT stands 

for strength, weakness, opportunities, and threats thus the method is self-explanatory. A 

SWOT analysis is used to evaluate an organization's present competencies and concerns. 

SWOT analysis is a data-driven and fact-based analysis that is incredibly important for 

determining a company's present position within the industry. Companies do this after a 

specified time frame in order to keep track of their strengths and weaknesses. Walton’s 

perspective of SWOT analysis is given below in detail. 
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a. Strengths-  

• Wider Product Range: Walton offers a broader range of products to meet market 

demand, including smart phones, air conditioners, refrigerators, televisions, and home 

appliances. 

• Low Cost: Walton keeps its products affordable for middle-class consumers by 

maintaining a low cost of production. 

• Large Distribution Channel: Walton operates 425 Walton Plazas throughout the 

country, which serve as their authorized showrooms. Additionally, they have 650 Walton 

Exclusives through which they earn approximately 6-7 percent commission on Walton 

group sales. 

• Installments: Walton offers not only low prices, but also installment plans with a 

five-year repayment period, allowing even the lower middle class to afford their products. 

 

b. Weaknesses- 

• Lack of skilled labor: They are unable to hire skilled labor in order to keep costs 

down. 

• Low R&D: Rather than developing something new, they manufacture products that 

have already been introduced by competitors. 

• Unable to capture high income group people: The high-income group continues to 

prefer foreign-brand products. This is primarily because they do not trust Walton's quality. 

 

c. Opportunities- 

• Growth of sales through launch of new products: Walton is a well-known brand in 

Bangladesh. If they introduce new products with distinctive features, their sales may 

increase. 

• Bangladesh's sole exporter of electronic products: Walton is the sole manufacturer 

of electronic products that exports to 20 countries. As a result, they can establish a global 

brand and compete with other international brands on the market. 
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• Customer purchasing power is leading to the growth of continuous GDP expansion. 

• Government support: As the sole exporter of electronic products in Bangladesh, they 

benefit from a low tax rate that helps them improve their balance of payments. 

Additionally, they can easily obtain loans from banks in exchange for government 

assistance. 

 

d. Threats- 

• More Competitors are introduced: Their smartphone sales have decreased recently 

as a result of the entry of Xiaomi and Oppo. Additionally, Samsung is considering locating 

its refrigerator manufacturing plant in Bangladesh, which could pose a threat to them. 
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3.  Industry Analysis 

This chapter gives an overview of the entire Walton Hi-Tech Industry, it’s size, growth 

trends, maturity, seasonality etc. The competitors of Walton Group as well as its 

competitive advantages has been mentioned in this chapter. 

 

 
3.1  Industry size 

 

Local brands have taken over the refrigerator market in Bangladesh, displacing many 

global brands. Walton, a manufacturer of electronic, electrical, and information technology 

gadgets, takes the top spot on the list. Bangladeshi firms hold 77 percent of the country's 

refrigerator market. Walton holds the lead with 66 percent of the sales. 
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                        3.2 Maturity of the industry in Bangladesh 

 

                          3.3 Impact of Covid 19 

Covid 19 is still very much a concern for the world, and many organizations are also          

experiencing significant difficulties. Walton is no exception. 

Walton generated 5,177.3 crores in the financial year 2018-2019 and the company's total 

per share was TK 45.87 before the Coronavirus outbreak in Bangladesh. According to a 

report on the Dhaka Stock Exchange website, the company's earnings per share declined 

12% year on year to Tk 13.26, down from Tk 15.07 in July-September 2020. 
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Though Walton is mostly involved in the electric and electronic industries and focuses little 

on health tools, appliances, and related products, they made a significant contribution to 

ventilator manufacture. Apart from that, they manufactured 8000 pieces of international 

standard safety goggles and face shields daily, which they subsequently distributed 

domestically and internationally at a tiny profit margin. They made a significant 

contribution to the emergency food distribution network, which included 17,000 retail 

locations across the country. Everybody’s sales points were rigorously supervised, and 

sales personnel were required to wear personal protective equipment, keep a social 

distance, practice good hygiene, and give statutory testing services to all. 

Additionally, the company has implemented a policy to assist employees who are Corona 

affected by providing financial assistance for medical expenditures. Additionally, if an 

employee dies as a result of COVID-19, his or her family would get between ten and twenty 

lacs taka. They established a station that gives hygiene goods to staff at no cost to limit the 

risk of viral transmission. Employees' daily expenses have increased slightly as a result of 

the masks and sanitizing products required to defend against Coronavirus. 

The sale of washing machines was surprisingly high during the pandemic, as demand for 

other home appliances was strong. Even the manufacturer, distributor, and retailer were 

under tremendous pressure to meet client demands. Other products such as air conditioners, 

refrigerators, and televisions also generated significant revenue during the corona outbreak, 

as the majority of people stayed at home and those products met customer demand by 

meeting their necessities. 

 

 

 
Figure 7 Covid 19 situation of Walton
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3.4 Regional Perspectives 

 

 
 

3.5 Competitive Landscape 

 

Electronics and automobiles are the Walton group's primary products. They have different 

competitors for each of their product lines. In Bangladesh, Walton's main competitors are 

Singer, My One, Vision, and Jamuna Electronics. Also there are other competitors like 

LG, Sharp, Panasonic and Samsung which are global companies. 

 

 
3.6 Competitors of Walton 

 

In Bangladesh, Walton's main competitors are SINGER, MyOne, Xiaomi (Smartphones) 

and Jamuna Electronics. Singer's presence in Bangladesh dates all the way back to the 

British colonial era, when the country was still considered to be a part of the Indian 

subcontinent. Singer has always prioritized diversification; at various points in time, 

SINGER introduced color televisions, fans, washing machines, irons, microwave ovens, 

air conditioners, motorcycles, DVD players, and 3D televisions, among other products, and 

carved out a sizable share of the local market. Xiaomi is a Chinese manufacturer of mobile 

phones. The company offers high-quality smartphones at an affordable price to appeal to 
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the majority of Bangladeshis; the smart phone brand enjoys widespread recognition in the 

local market. In Bangladesh, Xiaomi is also a major competitor of Walton smartphones. 

Vision and Jamuna Electronics are two emerging Bangladeshi manufacturers of electronic 

products. The companies adhere to a strict strategy for conducting business in the market, 

which is somewhat similar to Walton's. Both companies' core strengths are high-quality 

products, a dependable seller, and a low price, and they are emerging as formidable 

competitors to Walton. 

                      3.7 Competitive Advantages 

Walton has generated enormous enthusiasm among its target market's consumers with its 

tagline "Amader Ponno," and nearly 95% of manufacturing is done using their own 

materials. They accepted Walton's venture to manufacture electronic products in 

Bangladesh for the first time. Walton is one of the electronic companies in Bangladesh that 

specializes in providing high-quality products at an affordable price to the middle class. 

Additionally, they offer long-term instalment plans with low interest rates and satisfy their 

customers with long-term warranty policies such as a 12-year warranty on compressors, 

which is not offered by others and also includes product replacement. Additionally, they 

have a widespread distribution network throughout Bangladesh, including rural areas
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4.  Description of Duties 

This chapter discussed my responsibilities and duties as an intern at Walton Hi-

Tech Industries Ltd. This     will give an understanding about my contribution to the 

company for 3 months and my scope of learning. 

 

 

4.1  Position and department: 

I was an Intern at the Human Resource Management department (recruitment and 

documentation) for 3 months at Walton Hi-Tech Industries Ltd.  

 

 

4.2  Tasks completed during the internship 

 

 Here are some of the key tasks I have learned from human resources development: 

▪ Protection of new employee ID. 

▪ Manage union procedures for new employees. 

▪ Resume preparation for the interview. 

▪ Check the file of the new employee. 

▪ Create an update letter for new employees. 

▪ Update the ID data using HRMS programming. 

▪ Exit interview. 

▪ Collect information and documents for new employees. 
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4.3 Relevant my activities 

                           

In addition to work-related activities, I do other jobs assigned by the administration. 

I like this: 

▪ Scan documents. 

▪ Provide serial numbers in employee file documents. 

▪ Print the details of the employee in the database for the interview. 

 

 

4.4 Organization Related 

4.4.1 Recruitment and Selection of Walton 

 

4.4.2 Basic Recruitment Function of Walton 

When it comes to hiring, Walton HR adheres to some rules. These rules have been 
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established by the Human Resources Development Office for the recruitment and 

selection of managers. 

The rules are as follows: 

➢ Walton recruitment aims to recruit the right kind of people within the scope 

of the law Choosing by successfully preparing different candidates in the job 

market. 

➢ Under no circumstances should full-time or contract employees of other 

organizations enter into regular or long-term contracts with Walton. 

➢ Human resources development can be prepared by creating an annual budget 

and recruitment plan. 

HRD promotes personal recruitment needs on the internet and in newspapers. 

 

             4.4.3 Recruitment and Selection Process 

             The following diagram shows the recruitment and selection process of WALTON: 

➢ Requisition of Manpower  

➢ Job vacancy Job Analysis  

➢ Shortlisting candidates  

➢ CV Collecting and Verification 

➢ Screening and Informed selected candidates 

➢ Application Issue Appointment 

➢ Candidates Evaluation  

➢ Interviewing Candidates  

➢ Compile Interview 

➢ Introduction and Training 
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4.4.4 Job Request 

Hiring is a way for a company to find and hire people to fill vacant seats. Work 

Requirements If an existing opportunity or new position needs to be replaced, the 

relevant department must complete an application and obtain important 

confirmation from the department head recently   sent to the Human Resources 

Department. You cannot create a contract without receiving a prompt to split the 

hypothesis in the address. Apart from the positive rules, the relevant departments 

must submit the appropriate expert appeal for their position and obtain the approval 

of the department head responsible for human resources.  
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4.4.5 Types of Recruitment of Walton 

 

4.4.6 Recruitment Sources 

These are two sources of recruitment 

1.Internal source (within the organization) 2. External source (outside the organization) 

4.4.6.1 Internal Source 

Personal reference: In most cases, existing workers know their peers or relatives or 

colleagues who can effectively fill the void. Dealing with it is a very effective recruitment 

strategy, but it almost certainly frustrates other workers who prefer to get a job. To keep 

workers happy, guarantees that these potentially rational workers will be notified of the 

opening of the business so that they can apply. 

4.4.6.2 External Source 

External source means collecting CVs from outside the organization. It will be through 

Advertising: A very common formal recruitment strategy is newspaper advertising. The 

daily ad is available to everyone, so stay in the group when disseminating job-related data. 

There are clear goals in promoting the adoption of the clear goal of with people looking for 

a job is to attract job seekers and apply for jobs for a particular company. In any case, 

newspaper ads reach a much larger audience. A well-designed and insightful list will help 
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convince people who aren't interested in the application to consider a company after if they 

are interested in unused work. 

 

4.4.7 Interview process for suitable candidates: 

Candidates must be notified of the time, date, and at least 48 hours of the interview Recent 

interview. Determine all communication with candidates, date and time of meetings, job 

title and compensation agreements, etc. The interview requires at least 3 members. 

4.4.7.1 Interview principles: 

Preparation of the interview: At some point when the interview begins, Questioner must 

be fully arranged. You have to choose a strategy with prerequisites for work, the skills 

mentioned are recognizable. 
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Establish a great relationship: When a candidate arrives, the questioner needs to create a 

comfortable environment that encourages and relaxes the respondent through a small 

discussion, smile, and relaxed attitude. 

Conducting the interview: This can be most conference sessions. At least,80% of the time  

must be spent on the interview. At this stage, the questioner needs to ask some tasks, 

actions, organized, unstructured, and exploratory questions to assess the candidate's 

suitability. 

The interviewer who does not take portion in an interview: Questioners who have to 

withdraw from the meeting due to other commercial criticisms should illuminate the 

personnel department at least two hours before the meeting begins and find an alternative 

interviewer. 

Cancellation of the interview time: At some point shortly before the start of the meeting, 

HR should notify candidates of possible cancellations at least 24 hours a day If you cannot 

contact the candidate by phone, you must send an email and SMS within to ensure 

communication. There will be one or two interview rounds for each opening. 

4.4.8 Final Approval: 

HR must be approved for all permanent and temporary positions approved by Human 

Resources Manager. The selected candidate will be offered a position after salary 

negotiations, and after accepting job the candidate will be sent to the health checkup for 

diagnosis selected by the bank. There is no salary negotiation for temporary workers. 

Individuals participating as officers have a 6-month trial period. 

4.4.9 Letter of Appointment: 

After final coordination with the candidate, HR will issue an offer letter to the candidate. 

All conditions can be included in the appointment.  
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                      4.5 Difficulties and Challenges: 

 

4.6 Problem observed in the organization: 

Work without experience: I had to work with the wrong guidance and sometimes I made 

some mistakes. There was no training center for internships. 

 

Too much work pressure: Some internship jobs may find internships to like stepping into 

the door. Therefore, internships can take advantage of young professionals by giving them 

dark and repetitive work for a very long time. Like everyone else, our company sometimes 

does. It will be stressful for the intern. In any case, in my opinion, this is not an internal 

issue. 

 

Working hours: When working with Walton, I noticed that the daily working hours are 9 

hours, but the employees' working hours are very long. They are often tied to their work 

from 9 am to 6 pm. 

 

Server problem: Walton's server may be disconnected. It doesn't work if there is an urgent 

need to update the documentation and review employee information. 

Limited Scanner: There are not enough scanners. As a result, employees may have 

problems when they need to scan the paper. 

Less manpower: During the internship, I noticed that the Walton Plaza division of the         
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Walton Group is reducing its workforce. 

4.7 Mismatch identified some issues during my work period which are given below: 

• Sometimes mismatch with management rules: Management is critical in any firm, 

and I studied about it in our management principles course. However, I discovered 

certain mismanagement in my business, such as when the bank is packed with 

customers, it is difficult to seat everyone. 

• Not give proper training to the employees: Training is incredibly vital for every           

organization's personnel, as I learned in HRM class. In my opinion, some training 

for firm staff should be provided, such as how to deal with regular customers and 

how to manage them in stressful situations. Although the corporation provides them 

with training on a regular basis, it is insufficient for them. As a result, it should be 

discovered during training times and adequate instruction given to them for those 

issues. 

 

4.8 Relationships and experiences with coworkers and peers: 

It was an incredible adventure that I shared with my coworkers and supervisor. Walton 

employed a total of five interns for the area of recruitment and documentation. For the 

duration of the internship, we all worked together as a team. My boss is a pleasant 

individual, which helps me to feel comfortable at work. All of my coworkers are helpful, 

and their diverse personalities provide vitality to the office atmosphere, which I much 

appreciate. 
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5 Analysis 

This chapter will focus on comparing the theories I have learned and the things I have 

performed or observed in the company. The analysis will be made on three levels, 

company, market and professional. This chapter will also contain the challenges and 

difficulties I faced as an intern at Walton Hi-Tech Industries Ltd. 

 

 

5.1 Company Level Analysis 

During my internship period, the processes I found extremely efficient at their recruitment 

process. I’ve learnt lessons about HR from my university and then I experienced 

practically how the whole recruitment process done in a company. Also I see how they 

trained their employees and motivate them to engage in their works. Their were 

motivational workshop happened in company in every 2-3 weeks and their were also 

training program for employees. Also I see how HR team work on company policies, 

management, set wages and salary structure for employees. I found many similarities 

with my study of Human Resource Management course and working with very 

professional level HR managers helped me to learn many things. I will apply this 

experience in my future too. 

 
5.2 Market Level Analysis 

 

Walton has a large market share in our country. There are many plaza in every districts 

around the country. As a HR intern I have also worked for the recruitment for plaza Sales 

officer, Branch Manager and Area Manager. As most of the revenues comes from plaza 

members we recruited so many officers for plaza. Also, Walton organized many job fairs 

to recruit sales officer. Working with HR department I learnt how to hire talent, what the 

selection process is, what to consider in this process, how to evaluate selected candidates 

and so on. Also, employees get incentives according to their work performance monthly 

which is also very encouraging. Walton has a very good marketing strategy with their price 

range  
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5.3 Professional Level Analysis 

My three-month internship will serve as a stepping stone to my future profession. I learned 

about the corporate culture and environment. Working as an intern in HR department I got 

the opportunity to work with company’s human resource management software. From 

there I have updated regular employee information. I also have Excel projects that required 

in-depth understanding. As a result, I was capable to take up on my previous Excel skills 

while also learning numerous new Excel functions. I also do the file management work 

with Excel and Google Docs. Similarly, as a result of my involvement in many projects, I 

was able to obtain direct knowledge of how projects are implemented and managed. I was 

involved in the recruitment process of ‘Thrive In Three’ which was a flagship internship 

program by Walton. I had to communicate with candidates which improved my 

communication and negotiation skill. The fact that I could comfortably communicate with 

both engineers and business personnel was the most advantageous aspect for me. As a 

Business and Technology Management student, I believe my purpose is to serve as a link 

between businesspeople and engineers. 

 

I think the HR course helped me a lot during my internship period. Also, the excel practical 

in CSE course helped me to do difficult tasks in internship period.
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6 Conclusion: 

 
The following report is the completion of my three-month internship with Walton Hi-Tech 

Industries Ltd. The internship provided me with hands-on experience with a variety of 

human resource procedures, most notably the Walton Hi-Tech Industries Ltd. Recruitment 

and Selection Process. 

Walton is the largest electrical and electronics company in the country. Walton is devoted 

to offering high-quality products and services to its customers. Among Walton's primary 

goods are mobile phones, refrigerators, televisions, computers and hardware, compressors, 

and household appliances. Walton has established a global presence and expanded its 

company. It sells its products in a variety of countries, including India, Nepal, Myanmar, 

the United Arab Emirates, and Qatar. Walton employs over 21000 individuals. Many few 

have human resources, raw materials, machinery, and other necessary resources. If they 

begin working for change now, they can become one of the world's leading brands. 

The rural consumer has a great deal of respect for Walton items. It is quite commendable 

that they offer such a diverse selection of things to their customers. Their branding demands 

a great deal more imagination. If they succeed in branding, they can eventually generate 

significant income from their products and so establish a positive brand image. 

And I realized that the concept deviates from exercising to a greater or lesser extent, despite 

the fact that three months isn't a long time. Required to elucidate all the contradictions 

between theory and practice. Regardless of the massive workload, the authorities have been 

courteous, helpful, and eager to help. Walton maintained an excellent working 

environment. Throughout the practical orientation, I learned about Walton's human 

resources department and how it might help me advance my professional career in the field 

of human resources management in the future. Outside of the discourse above, it is possible 

to make a conclusion by stating that the modern-day consumer bargaining method is rather 

exact at the time. The automated transaction makes the system more environmentally 

friendly and powerful. I've arrived at a solid and urban end in a fully relaxed manner, thanks 

to the sensible execution of the negotiating strategy with clients at some point during the 

duration of my sensible orientation to Walton. Walton's recruitment and selection technique 

over the last decade has demonstrated that with significant preference. 
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Recommendation: 

• They must be more receptive to new ideas. 

• Management must strengthen the company's forecasting capabilities. 

• Five work days should be implicated 

• The approval process is slow and causes significant delays in tasks. Though efforts are                

being made to modernize the approval procedure, it is now entirely reliant on paper       

documents. 

• Must give sufficient instruction. 

• All actions should be performed with up-to-date software. 

• Companies can organize free student counseling to encourage students to work in the       

company in the future. 
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